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About

Combining efficiency, capital strength, and strategic focus, Superior Energy Services supports its brands so that they can maintain growth and operational excellence.
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Rentals

From premium tubulars to highly specialized downhole tools and accessories, Superior companies can help you meet safety, efficiency, and sustainability goals.
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Well Services

Superior companies have a long reputation for providing the industry with specialized solutions for drilling, production, completion and decommissioning.
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Investors

Combining financial discipline with corporate services expertise, Superior maintains a strategy focused on businesses critical to our customers' success.
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Sustainability

From ESG compliance to our Target Zero safety system, Superior's commitment to sustainable operations is enterprise-wide and based on our Shared Core Values.
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Unparalleled Barrier and Zonal Isolation

Whether it’s concentric string completions or otherwise, Superior Completion Services has established its reputation as an industry leader in well isolation systems. In fields around the world, our unique sealing mechanism and fluid loss devices deployed with the ISO system are proven staples. When paired with the Superior interventionless flow valve suite, it delivers unmatched flexibility to your completion program for standard, highly deviated and/or complex trajectories, and deepwater fields. For green or brown field development, it’s the obvious choice.
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Systems

	ISO Isolation System
	HPR Isolation System
	Interventionless Isolation System



Fluid Loss Devices

	Flapper Valves
	Sliding Sleeve/Multi-Service Valve (MSV)






Interventionless Innovation

Dramatically reducing timeline and overall cost, Superior Completion flow valves apply innovative technology for fluid loss control at sandface and interventionless production. Our valves seamlessly integrate with ISO systems, which easily interface with upper completion valves, enabling production zone of choice by application of hydraulic pressure. By providing a contingency mechanical opening, they also reduce risk.

Production Flow Valves

	Reclosable Pressure-Actuated Circulating Valve (X-PAC)
	Reclosable Radial Flow Valve (X-RFV™)
	Reclosable Annular Flow Valve (X-AFV™)
	Pressure-Actuated Circulating Valve (PAC)
	Radial Flow Valve (RFV)
	Annular Flow Valve (AFV)


Multi-Application Barrier Valves

Deployed in the wellbore as a temporary barrier as part of the completion, Superior Barrier Valves are qualified according to API 19V to a V1 grade. Available in mechanical or hydraulic versions, these valves meet the needs of a variety of completions, including applications in deepwater subsea wells, standalone screens, and sand control wells. Their field-proven design includes advanced features for debris resistance.

	Pressure-Actuated Circulating Valve (PAC)
	Reclosable Hydraulic Barrier Valve (X-HBV™)
	Reclosable Mechanical Barrier Valve (X-MBV)


 

Additional Information on Isolation Barrier Valves Products and Services

	Isolation Systems Catalog
	Barrier Valve Case Study
	Reclosable Flow Valves Case Study
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Let’s Talk Well Services. Let’s Talk Performance. Let’s Talk.

Contact Superior Completion Services





Other Well Services Brands
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Connect


1001 Louisiana Street 
Suite 2900 
Houston, TX 77002

P: +1 713 654 2200
F: +1 713 654 2205
Email: Contact@superiorenergy.com
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